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Health Care Reform
In his health care speech to Congress in September 2009, the
President said the plans would meet three basic goals:
á It will provide more security and stability to those who have
health insurance.
á It will provide insurance to those who do not.
á It will slow the growth of health care costs for our families, our
businesses, and our government.
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Discussion Agenda

á High risk insurance pools
á Changes for all plans
á Changes for non-grandfathered plans
á Health insurance exchanges
á Other changes coming soon
á Questions
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High Risk Insurance Pools
á Government earmarked $5 billion to states (three years) to set up high risk
pools for individuals who have been uninsured for six months and rejected
due to pre-existing conditions.
á This is a temporary measure until 2014 when insurance “exchanges” offer
benefit programs to individuals and small businesses.
á Colorado will receive $90 million in federal money to qualified individuals
(pre-existing conditions and uninsured for six months) – new program is
called GettingUsCovered.
á This program is separate from an existing high risk insurance pool in
Colorado called CoverColorado.
á Besides receiving federal funds ($90 million), individuals will pay a premium.
The premium must be based on age, county of residence, smoking status
and not cost more than a healthy person of the same age.
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High Risk Insurance Pools
á Premiums will range from a low of $115 to $601 a month for a nonsmoker.
á The plan is a $2,500 deductible, $30 for primary care physician and
$45 for specialist.
á Enrollment is a first-come, first-serve basis; enrollment beginning in
July or August.
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Rules that Apply to All Group Health Plans
Grandfathered or Not
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Existing Plans
What:
áNo annual or lifetime benefit maximums on essential benefits (with
limited exceptions for certain annual limits)
áCoverage extension of children to age 26 for those without other
employer-sponsored coverage
áProhibits rescission except in case of fraud
áProhibits preexisting condition exclusions for children under age 19
When:
áFirst plan year beginning six
months after date of enactment
(September 23)

Plan Year
Beginning:
October 1
January 1
April 1
July 1

Effective
Date:
October 1, 2010
January 1, 2011
April 1, 2011
July 1, 2011
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Removing Lifetime and Annual Dollar Maximums
á No lifetime dollar maximums on essential
benefits effective for the first plan year after
September 23, 2010
á Annual dollar value limits on essential health
benefits may not be less than the following for
plan years beginning before January 1, 2014:
• $750,000 for plan years beginning on or after
September 23, 2010,
• $1.25 million for plan years beginning on or after
September 23, 2011, and
• $2 million for plan years beginning on or after
September 23, 2012

á Waiver may apply for a limited benefit plan
• If compliance would result in a significant
decrease in access to benefits under the plan or
significantly increase premiums for the plan
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Dependent Coverage: Two Separate Provisions
Age-26 Mandate

Tax Provision

á Plans not required to cover
children, but plans that do cover
children must cover them until
they reach age 26

á Plans may provide health
coverage (defined broadly) to
certain children on a tax-free
basis until the end of the
calendar year in which the child
turns 26

á Regulations published on
May 13, 2010
á Effective date: plan year
beginning on or after September
23, 2010

á Guidance released April 27,
2010
á Effective date: March 30, 2010

The age-26 mandate applies until the child’s 26th
birthday, but the tax provision allows tax-free coverage
to continue through the end of the calendar year.
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Eligibility Rules Will be Affected by Age 26 Mandate
áCan only set criteria for coverage of children based on:
• Relationship to the child
• Age

áCommon eligibility requirements will be prohibited such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax dependency
Financial dependency on participant (or anyone else)
Student status
Residence with participant (or anyone else)
Being unmarried
Employment
Eligibility for other coverage (with one time-limited exception)
• Plans need to reassess what groups of children to cover
going forward
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Paying for the Coverage
á Cannot vary premium contributions or other plan terms based on a child’s
age (unless child is 26 or older)
Example: Plans with self-only and family coverage cannot impose an
additional premium for a recent college grad or other child younger than
26
á May have multiple coverage tiers based on family size, but tiers cannot vary
based on the age of children
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Dependent Coverage
áGrandfathered plans do not have to
cover children who are eligible for
employment-based coverage (but
this rule is eliminated in 2014)
á30-day special enrollment period is
required before first plan year
beginning on or after September
23, 2010
• For children under age 26
• And individuals who have exhausted their
lifetime maximum benefit
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Preexisting Condition Exclusions
áProhibits preexisting condition
exclusions for children under
age 19 for first plan year on or
after September 23, 2010
áNo preexisting condition
exclusions for adults for plan
years beginning on or after
January 1, 2014
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Existing Plans

What:
áUniform standards for certain benefits
communications
When:
á24 months after enactment
Effective Date:
March 23, 2012
• This will add to employer cost for plan communications.
• Additional issues of correlating employer message with standard
materials messages
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Group Health Plan Mandates for Existing Plans
What:
á
á
á
á

No annual benefit maximums on essential benefits (no exceptions)
Dependent coverage extension without regard to other coverage
No preexisting condition exclusions
Prohibits waiting periods longer than 90 days

When: Plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014

• Most governmental plans already allow participation within 90 days.
• Check eligibility requirements for all health benefit plans.
• May affect part-time employee requirements.
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Grandfathering
Does it make sense to try to
maintain grandfathered plan
status under the Affordable
Care Act?
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Losing Grandfather Status
á Regulation provides seven types of changes that will result in loss of
grandfathered status:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New insurance policy
Elimination of a benefit
Increase in coinsurance
Certain increases in deductibles & out-of-pocket limits
Certain increases in copayments
Certain decreases in employer contributions
Certain changes on annual/lifetime overall dollar limits

á Other items do not appear to change the status, such as changing a TPA,
switching from insured to self-insured, changing a provider network
• Losing grandfathered status may not be the worst option.
• Compare impact of losing grandfathering to the limitations
on flexibility to meet these 7 rules.
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Grandfathering & Collectively Bargained Plans
áNo delayed effective date for collectively bargained plans (insured or
self-insured)
áInsured coverage provided under one or more collective bargaining
agreement ratified by March 23, 2010 is grandfathered at least until
the last of the agreements relating to the coverage terminates
• Before the last CBA terminates the insured coverage can be changed in any way
without losing grandfathered status
• Once the last CBA terminates then the rules for when a plan loses its
grandfathered status apply
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What Happens to a Non-Grandfathered Plan
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Rules that Apply to Non-Grandfathered Plans
Plan years beginning on or after September 23, 2010
•
•
•
•
•

Preventive care with no cost-sharing
Patient protections (emergency care, OB-GYN, etc.)
Internal and external appeals
Nondiscrimination in favor of highly compensated employees (insured)
Quality reporting

Plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2014
• Maximum out-of-pocket limits and deductibles (generally based on HSA
maximums)
• Clinical trials—payment for services related to the trial
• Provider nondiscrimination
• Wellness incentives/penalties on individuals can be increased to 30% of costs
• Information reporting
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Covering Preventive Care
The US Preventive Services Task Force
A and B rated Recommendations
á 3 radiology tests:
• Mammogram
• One abdominal ultrasound only for males
65 – 75 yrs who have ever smoked
• Dexa bone scan to screen for osteoporosis

á Pap Smear with STD screening for chlamydia
á Colonoscopy/sigmoidoscopy
á 5 blood tests: syphilis, gonorrhea, HIV,
cholesterol/lipid and blood sugar
á CDC recommended immunizations
for children and adults
á Well child office visits
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Patient Protections and Hospital ER
á Plans with a provider network must:
• Permit choice of any primary care provider or
pediatrician if plan requires designation;
• Allow obstetrical or gynecological care without
prior authorization or referral
• Notice of these rights is required

á Plans that provide emergency services in
an emergency department of a hospital:
• Must do so without the individual or provider
having to obtain prior authorization, even if the
emergency services are provided out of network

á Benefits must be the same for in- and
out-of-network emergency services
• No additional administrative requirements may be
imposed
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External/Internal Appeals
áERISA internal claims and appeals
rules continue to apply
• New rules tighten internal processes

áExternal review procedures
• After internal review, external review by an
independent review organization may be
requested
• States will administer external appeals
programs for insured plans
• Self-insured plans will be subject to federal
external appeals program
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Why Losing Grandfathering Matters
áAdditional requirements for non-grandfathered plans will likely
have a cost impact
• Key cost factors in 2011: Preventive coverage; emergency room payments;
external appeals
• Key cost factors in 2014: Clinical trial services; deductible/OOP maximums

áCost impact depends on whether the additional requirements
are already included in your plan
• Many insured plans already would comply with most of the new requirements
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Weighing the Choice
Try to retain
grandfathered status to
avoid additional mandates
as long as possible?
OR
Lose grandfathered
status to gain flexibility
to make needed major
plan or cost sharing
changes?
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What Do We Know About the Health
Insurance Exchanges?
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Health Insurance Exchanges
á Will begin in 2014 for individuals and small businesses.
á Each state will be required to establish an “exchange” that offers qualified
health plans.
á Individuals will be required to have coverage (Individual Mandate) or pay a
penalty. In 2014, the penalty is $95 annually, but it increases to $695 in
2016.
á The plans offered in the exchange must have a minimum set of standards of
coverage. It appears four levels of plans will be offered: bronze, silver, gold
and platinum.
á Insurance reforms will be imposed upon the plans in the exchange.
á Insurers will be required to accept every employee and individual in the state
that applies for coverage and must renew or continue coverage.
á Individuals who purchase a plan through a state exchange may qualify for
financial assistance in the form of premium tax credit and cost sharing
subsidies. To be eligible, household income must be less than or equal to
400% of the Federal Points Level.
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Many Open Questions About the Exchanges
áWhich state agency will have responsibility for running the
exchange?
áHow will the State employee health plan and Medicaid be integrated
with the exchange? Competitors or friends?
áWill it be better to work with the health insurance exchanges or go
your own way?
áWhat position will the State and local jurisdictions take to encourage
or discourage public employees from enrolling in the exchanges?
áUltimately, should the jurisdiction continue its health benefit plans or
cede them to the exchange?
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Other Changes to Know About
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Early Retiree Insurance Program
áCovers pre-Medicare retirees age 55 – 64
áReimburses 80% of claims per retiree between $15,000 – $90,000
áPlans must use the reinsurance funds to lower retiree costs
á$5 billion earmarked for this program to last until Exchanges begin
operating in 2014
áApplication process opened in late June 2010
áApplications are being approved as we speak
áNo process yet for filing actual claims
• Early retirees are a significant portion of public sector
retiree population.
• Employers rushed to file applications to capture their
share of the earmarked funding.
• Increases pressure to rate retirees separately from
actives.
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Medicare Advantage Plans
áMedicare Advantage reimbursements for 2011 are frozen at 2010
levels
áMedicare Advantage reimbursements will decrease over several
years

• Freezing reimbursements to MCOs offering MA programs
ultimately shifts costs to participating retirees
• Highly leveraged – CMS pays 80% of cost
• MCOs will reassess whether to continue offering MA plans
• If MA plans are less attractive, retirees may want to come back
into the employer’s Medicare supplement plan
• Potential disruption of care
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Medicare Part D Changes
á$250 rebate for beneficiaries who reach doughnut hole in 2010
áIn 2011, begin discounts on brand-name and generic drugs in
doughnut hole for retirees in a Prescription Drug Plan
áClose doughnut hole by 2020
áPart D premium indexed based on
income just like Part B (2011)
• May force changes in cost sharing with retirees
• Administrative implications to track
low-income retirees
• 50% brand discount applies after plan payment. May force
changes in current Part D plan design.
• May affect pass-through rebates on brand drugs.
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Impact on Account-Based Health Plans
áHealth Flexible Spending Arrangements (FSAs)
• Limited to $2,500 per year in 2013

áHealth Savings Accounts (HSAs)
• Penalty for withdrawals for non-medical expenses increases to 20% in 2011

áFSAs, HSAs and Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs)
• Starting in 2011, FSAs, HRAs and HSAs can only reimburse participants for overthe-counter drugs where the participant has a prescription.

• Hold to current Health FSA limit until 2013 or phase down?
• Retrain participants to plan for the new FSA limits.
• Adjust all plans to new OTC rules?
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New Administrative Requirement
á Employers will be required to disclose health benefit costs on the
employee’s annual Form W-2 in 2012 (reflecting coverage in 2011)
• Possible major issue for public sector to accommodate new
line item on W-2.
• May involve actuarial calculations on a per-participant basis.
• Need guidance on reporting for retirees.
• Disclosure standards may require standardized language
that requires complete revision of existing communications.
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Tax Changes—Effective 2013
á Medicare Part A Hospital Insurance (HI) Tax
• Wage taxes increases 0.9% from 1.45% to 2.35%
for high income individuals
• Single $200,000; couple $250,000
• Likely won’t affect many public
sector employees.
• Some university professors and
specialty employees may be
affected.

á In addition, a new 3.8% tax on investment
income would apply to individuals whose
modified adjusted gross income is higher than
$200,000/$250,000 (would include interest,
dividends, royalties, rents, etc., but not
retirement plan distributions)
á Various other taxes on health insurance
industry
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Medicaid Expansion/Exchange Subsidies
áExpansion of Medicaid to 133% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL)
• More federal money toward Medicaid expansion to ease burden on states

áSubsidies to individuals up to 400% of FPL
• More money to subsidize lower income individuals
in the Exchange (in the form of a tax credit)
• Subsidies on a sliding scale based on income
• Subsidies will provide lower premiums
and lower cost-sharing
• 400% of FPL for 2010 is $88,200.
• How many active employees will
be eligible for Free Choice
Vouchers? ($62-$73K family income)
• How many will be eligible for
Health Insurance Exchange
subsidies? (<$62K family income)
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Health Care Reform – Play or Pay
á The majority of reforms are phased in between Plan Years beginning on or

after October 1, 2010 through the year 2018
á Play or Pay reforms will be operational in 2014 and may generally be

addressed by considering:
• A. All employees who are eligible for benefits under the Employer program and decline Employer
coverage will be eligible for a Free-Choice Voucher provided by the Employer if they meet applicable
criteria (see Slide 37). An employee eligible for a Free-Choice Voucher is not eligible for a Federal Subsidy
in a Health Exchange.
• B. All Full-Time employees who are not enrolled in Employer coverage and have not received a FreeChoice Voucher are eligible for a Federal subsidy if they meet applicable criteria. An employer may be
responsible to pay a Free-Rider Penalty if the employee receives a Federal Subsidy (see Slide 38)
• Employer is not responsible for the Free-Rider Penalty in any month the employee receives a Free-Choice
Voucher.
• Employer must consider if they wish to provide coverage or not, and if they do - under what conditions
• Variables to consider include: availability of part time coverage, number of medical options offered and
Employer contribution strategy, subsidy levels for single versus family coverage, subsidy levels by pay
• Modeling approaches are under development to address financial impact of the interaction of these
complex variables

Additional Considerations in 2014
áEligibility waiting periods may not exceed 90 days for Plan Years beginning on or after 1/1/2014
áEmployees must be automatically enrolled unless they opt out (200+ employee groups)
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Free-Choice Vouchers—2014
á Employers offering health coverage must offer voucher to employees with
incomes less than 400% of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL) if:
• Contributions for employer plan are between 8% and 9.8% of employee’s household income and
• Employee opts out of the employer plan

á 2010 FPL is based on family size, e.g. $10,830 for a single adult, and $22,050 for a
family of 4

á Vouchers are equal to:
• Amount employer would have provided toward employee’s coverage (self-only or family,
depending on employee’s election in a Health Exchange) under the option for which the employer
is paying the largest contribution

á Employers provide vouchers to Exchange; if coverage through Exchange is less
than voucher amount, difference is paid to employee
• Eliminates plan’s “gain” for a lower-paid employee who might otherwise
elect coverage through an Exchange
• Forces rethinking of employer’s subsidy approach
• Large employers (over 200 employees) will need to clearly communicate
automatic enrollment in Employer plan and consequences of opting out to
assist employees in making informed choices
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Federal Subsidies and Free-Rider Penalty—2014
á A Federal subsidy to individuals enrolled in a Health Insurance Exchange is
available on a sliding scale to those with family incomes under 400% of Federal
Poverty Level. However the Federal Subsidy is not available to someone who is
either i) eligible for a Free-Choice Voucher OR ii) eligible for Minimum Essential
Coverage through an Employer
• Minimum Essential Coverage is considered coverage in which you meet both of the following i) the
employee’s contribution is less than 9.5% of household income, AND ii) the plan’s share of total
costs of services eligible under the plan is at least 60% of such costs

á Free-Rider penalty applies to employers with 50 or more employees, including
public sector employers
• Must aggregate hours of part-time employees to create total number of employees
• Subtract first 30 Full Time workers when paying assessments described below
• Full Time employees for assessment purposes defined as an average of 30 or more hours per week,
determined on a monthly basis

á If the employer does not offer coverage (and one employee receives a Federal
subsidy in the Exchange)
• Penalty is $2,000 times the total # of full-time employees

á If the employer does offer coverage but it is not considered Minimum Essential
Coverage (under the definition listed above)
• Penalty is $3,000 times # of full-time employees getting federal subsidy in Exchange (penalty max is
$2,000 times the total # of full-time employees)
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7 Things Public Employers Should Be Doing
1. Continue to apply short- and long-term strategies to manage expenses
2. Adjust current plan offerings to avoid penalties and perhaps preserve
grandfathering
3. Review objectives and programs for retirees; take advantage of the early
retiree reinsurance program; revisit Medicare Advantage and Medicare
Rx strategies
4. Stay focused on the longer-term strategy implications and where you
need to be in five to ten years
5. Evaluate the impact on your collective bargaining and meet-and-confer
agreements
6. Review your program funding and reserves
7. Don’t underestimate the importance of communicating with employees
and retirees
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Health Care Reform Timeline
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Health Care Reform Timeline continued
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Segal Website Resources
Stat! Health Reform Weekly
Segal’s Weekly Publication on Health Reform
http://www.segalco.com/publications-and-resources/stat/

And Other Resources:
á Health Care Reform Insights
á Bulletins
á NewsLetters

Can be found on:
á Segal’s Health Care Reform Guide page
http://www.segalco.com/health-care-reform/
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